


September rhymes with the start of the new school year... The holi-
days are over and for some people, it’s already the end of the season...

Some lucky men/women will be in Hawaii in a few weeks for the IM 
World Championships or for the Xterra World Championships... Un-
less you extend the pleasure by doing these two races.

For some others, the goal will be at the end of October for one of the 
most beautiful races of the Challenge circuit in Forte Village, in Sar-
dinia. If you aren’t registered yet, we advise you to do it because the 
event is worth-it, with a water temperature superior to 25 degrees 
during Thanksgiving holidays. An ideal vacation destination at less 
than 3 hours from all European capitals. And for most of you, some lo-
cal events could seduce you but the season is definitely behind you...

But no panic, with TrimaX-Hebdo, we think about everyone, about 
lucky globetrotters (magazine available for free-downloading eve-
rywhere in the world) as about those who have personal and profes-

sional obligations and who can only dream... Through their screen with TrimaX-Hebdo !

This month, we offer you to live (and live again) the 31st edition of the EmbrunMan which offers a very 
varied program, but we also invite you to the Eurobike to discover new things and «war machines», an 
invitation to the dream and performance... Regarding advice, we give you the keys of motivation (training) 
and recovery (nutrition). It is right on time after a summer rich in events, when you need to recover for the 
nice last races... Finally, testings will not be forgotten, and you’ll have some nice materials to discover... 

Anyway, with TrimaX-Hebdo, it’s a new invitation to dream, to pleasure and to discovery this month again, 
and always for free !

Edito

The team

STAY CONNECTED
Our fanpage FACEBOOK
@trimaxhebdo
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V800.
Chosen by champions.

Frederik Van Lierde
IRONMAN World Champion

Polar V800 with integrated GPS is the ultimate choice for the most ambitious athletes. 
It helps you reach your peak when you most need it. 

• Gives real-time guidance in every sport you do
• Combines training load with 24/7 activity and shows true recovery status  
• Syncs training details to the Polar Flow app and service 

That's Smart Coaching, since 1977.  Discover more at Polar.com

http://www.polar.com/fr
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CUSTOM
TEAM
WEAR

Susya Levkovskaya, Ukraine

18 STYLES YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE

MAx 7 WEEkS pROdUCTION TIME

MIN ORdER Of 30 pIECES

MIx pOSSIbLE bETWEEN MEN & 

WOMEN IN ThE SAME STYLE

SIZINg fROM xxS - xxL

fREE dIgITAL dESIgN SAMpLE

fREE pRICE OffER

fOR fURThER dETAILS CONTACT US:

WWW.dARE2TRI.EU / SALES@dARE2TRI.EU
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ONLY THE PRICES ARE CHEAP

TRIATHLON.COM
CHEAP .EU

.EU

Set price: €369,95,-
= €449,80,- 

Dare2Tri MACH3 set offer
MACH3 wetsuit (Men’s or Women’s) €299,95 + 
Trisuit (Men’s or Women’s)  €79,95 + 
MACH3 Transition Backpack €44,95 + Racebelt €7,50+ 
Chipband €9,95 + Tubebox €7,50 

http://www.extreme-man.com/emgeneral/index.html
http://www.dare2tri.fr/
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COUP DE PROJO

EUROBIKE

Pictures by Sébastien RODRIGUEZ
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http://www.cannondale.com/fra/
http://youtu.be/DBpTLQm2OW4
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BMC presents its 
vision of the bike 
of the future

COMME
NOS CHAMPIONS
PERSONNALISEZ
VOS LUNETTES

WWW.EKOI.COM

Sylvain SUDRIE
avec lunettes 

MONTURES VERRES MANCHONS NEZ
Gauche PhotochromiquesSolaires IncoloreDroite Gauche NezDroitCentre

PERSO EVO
MODÈLES

MULTISTRATA EVO

REAL CARBONE

SUPER CORSA

DIABLO EVO

ATAK * pour les modèles ATAK et DIABLO EVO

Bioracer, attention to details

What Rotor for you ?

Prologo
 help 

you to
 choos

e 

the sad
dle you

 need

Wheels profile 
Design 38mm

THE bike winner in HawaiiCanyon bet on aero

http://www.ekoi.fr/fr/
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Virtual reality 
for Tacx

New Cervelo RCA, ultra ligth
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Zipp SRAM Quarq 
c o n f e r e n c e 
presenting the new 
tangente tires The bike of 

Kienle...

The future by Canyon Italian class by Cipollini

http://www.europium.fr/
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REPORT

Embrun :  Let’s meet the legend…

Marcel Zamora has won for the 5th time the Embrunman and thus has matched the record held for 15 years by Yves Cordier. No doubt that 

he will certainly be at the start of the next edition to write his name at the top of Embrun’s prize list. But beyond the sporting performance of 

the Spanish, we will again felicitate the organization and its 2000 volunteers which offer every years an event lived up to the passion that 

enlivens us. 

Texte by Jacvan, pictures TrimaX-hebdo©all-rights-reserved



REPORT

The triathlon of Embrun is the equal 
of the Tour de France for cycling... An 
event that gathers each year millions 
of triathletes, may they be present by 

the Serre-Ponçon’s lake to participate, to sup-
port or to discover because, we must say it, being 
present at the start of the Embrunman whereas 
the sun is still down sticks forever in our minds 
of triathletes.
For French people, there is a kind of proudness 
to say that this event belongs to the national fi-
nial of triathlon. For our strangers friends, it is 
the occasion to discover the Hautes-Alpes with 
its mountains that make your head spin, the 
Serre-Ponçon lake and its dam which tries to 
tame the Durance, its postal card sceneries...

But what makes the EmbrunMan so special is its 
longevity. How many events celebrate their 31st 
edition? The sumptuous scenery is not enough 
to explain such a success. Whoever wants to 
continue must revive itself. And indeed it is this 
organization led in a masterly fashion for years 
by Gerald Iacono, well-known in Embrun and 
everywhere in the triathlon’s world. 

Sprint distance during the first edition in 1984, 
its formats have changed progressively to beco-
me the distance that we know today. The famous 
triathlon of Embrun reserved for fitted and pas-
sioned triathletes, some new distances have been 
added years after years : short distance, duath-
lon, Run and  Bike... When we go to Embrun on 
the week of the 15th of August, the reason is to 
participate to an event whatever the level... 
A gathering of millions of triathletes motivated 
by pleasure and passion.   

And this new edition followed the rule because, 
in particular, the Grand Prix has come back in 
Embrun for the great pleasure of athletes (who 
love the idea of having different races where the 
elevation changes with specific drafting circuits 
of some events) and spectators who were lucky 
enough to meet the world number 1, Javier Go-
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Marcel Zamora signs his fifth victory in Embrun and 

equal the record of Yves Cordier

2YEARS 
QUALITY 
WARRANTY

GIVE ME FIVE
MARCEL!

MARCEL ZAMORA
5X EMBRUNMAN CHAMPION

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE ATHLETES 

WHO RACED AT EMBRUNMAN france 2014
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http://www.compressport.fr/


REPORT

mez and the Olympic silver medallist, Jonathan 
Brownlee... Among others!

In the short distance race, Aurélien lescure won. 
We will though remember one of the last ap-
paritions of our two (out of three) French boys 
qualified for Hawaii before the IM World Cham-
pionships in a few weeks, Cyril Viennot (2nd of the 

race) and Jérémy Jurkiewicz (4th).

But whether they participated to the Olympic Dis-
tance, to the duathlon or to the Run&Bike, they 
were all present on August 15th at 6am for the 
start of the Embrunman. A start that we offer you 
to watch on this video... When the influence of the 
images covers that of the words...
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Bike and Run

Find the start 
of the race in 
video...
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http://www.cervelo.com/en/
http://youtu.be/dWyY8zXhtYA?list=UUplOG3GL3mRL6K-Nr4I5VyA
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Todd Skipworth

The program (that we present to our still novice 
triathletes friends) for the 1250 registered triath-
letes is 3,8 km swim, 188 km bike with the climbing 
of famous summits of the Tour de France such 
as Izoard and a marathon (that is 42km). Among 
these men and women, a man was running to mark 
up the history of the race. 
Indeed, the Spanish Marcel Zamora, winner last 
year, wanted to match the record of victories held 
since 1999 by the French Yves Cordier. Against 
him, the French Hervé Faure, who already won 
here three times (2006, 2007, 2011), was also very 
motivated, as well as Todd Skipworth who was un-
lucky last year. The scenery was set.

The first one to show himself was the Austra-
lian selected for the Olympic Games in 2008 in... 
Rowing... And who reconverted to triathlon for a 
few years. First out of the water with the young 
Robin Pasteur, he led the race a long time on the 
bike and arrived first up the Izoard.

He still had to climb Pallon and Chalvet to make 
the difference. Zamora, who had managed his ef-
fort on the first part of the bike course, pushed har-

der and broke out of the group of the French guys 
Hervé Faure and Anthony Pannier. This group of 
four guys was still leading until Chalvet where Za-
mora pushed hard. Only Faure managed to follow 
whereas Skipworth was losing time after a crash in 
the downhill of this last climb.

Zamora and Faure arrived together at the bike 
park, and the Spanish set the pace to his rival... 
Faure who was just coming back to racing after a 
few health problems was not up to fight against 
him. Zamora was just flying towards victory... He 
didn’t break the record of the event with a final 
time of 10h02’32 but he matched the 5 victories 
record held by Yves Cordier.

He will certainly be at the start of the 32nd edi-
tion with close intention to beat the record, the 
Embrunman has become year after year his lucky 
race...

The females had started 10 minutes earlier with 
the disabled triathletes. Without last year’s winner 
Jeanne Collonge who was injured, the race was 
very open. Obviously, everybody was expecting 

26 OTTOBRE 2014

fortevillagetriathlon.com

HALF DISTANCE // SPRINT DISTANCE

http://www.fortevillagetriathlon.com/en/


REPORT
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Isabelle Ferrer

the National Champion of this year Isabelle Ferrer 
who had already been 2nd of this race several times 
but never reached victory.
Leader for a long time on the bike, she was caught 
up after the 188 km by Anne Basso from Monaco 
Triathlon (5th last year). She managed to take again 
this first place after 21 km of the marathon. But the 
Irish Eimar Mullan did a marathon that allowed 
her to win in the last kilometers.  Third in 2013, 
Mullan wins in front of Isabelle Ferrer, once again... 
second... The Spanish Ester Hernandez completes 
the podium.

And what about the 32nd edition? 

Threatened of non-renewal for a while, this year, 
the organization can be reassured and finally sere-
ne as regards the future of this beautiful event. Not 
only it win its fight against fiscal administration 

which began 5 years ago but above all it signed a 
convention with the Triathlon French Federation 
of which we could have a preview this year.  
In 2015, the EmbrunMan should be part of the Fes-
Tri Val, the federal week... A week which will open 
very certainly on the 8 and 9th of August around 
round tables before beginning races from August 
11th 2015 : duathlon, bike&run, Grand-Prix, Olym-
pic Distance, kids races, aquathlon...
  
Anyway, the one who developed this race supported 
by local economic actors, by passioned people and 
by more than 2000 volunteers each year, can look 
at the future of the EmbrunMan with serenity. 

He celebrated his 70 years old on last July 19th and 
he definitely wants to be here for the 50th edition 
of the Embrun triathlon... 

http://www.mathot.lu/page.php%3Fnid%3D42


BIKE AND RUN

OLYMPIC DISTANCE

DUATHLON

REPORT
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RESULTS
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start of swimming
Antony Pannier

MEN
1.  Aurelien LESCURE   02:09:12
2.  Cyril VIENNOT   02:09:48
3. Raoul SHAW    02:10:29
4.  Jeremy JURKIEWICZ  02:11:00
5.   Nick RENNIE   02:15:10

1.  Camille DONAT   02:28:43
2.  Juliette COUDREY   02:31:45
3.  Alexandra LOUISON  02:35:04
4.  Linda GUINOISEAU   02:37:27
5.  Manon MICHEL   02:38:11

MEN
1 LE BERRE Yohan   00:54:56
2 BRAZY Julien  00:57:04
3 BARGETTO Maxime  00:57:19
4 BARTHE Etienne  00:57:37
5 WOLTHUIZEN Yennick 00:57:43

1 LOUISON Alexandra  01:01:15
2 SHEEDY RYAN Felicity 01:01:24
3 RIOU Morgane  01:04:55
4 RIOTTEAU Melodie  01:13:10
5 CHORETIER Aline  01:13:21

MEN
1 FREUDENREICH / BLANC Bruno / Jerome 

01:16:46

MIXTE
1. VALTAT / ROBERT Celine / Quentin 

01:30:20

WOMEN
1 LOUISON Alexandra / Nelly 

01:44:01

Alexandra Louison

WOMEN

WOMEN

Aurélien Lescure 



EMBRUNMAN
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Eimar Mullan

MEN
1 Marcel ZAMORA    10:02:32

2 Todd SKIPWORTH    10:10:46

3 Herve FAURE     10:14:35

4 Andrej VISTICA    10:23:23

5 Trevor DELSAUT    10:24:12

6 Victor DEBIL CAUX    10:31:08

7 Tony ORVAIN     10:33:35

8 Gwenael OUILLERES    10:35:53

9 Romain LIEUX     10:36:43

10 Michael WETZEL    10:38:32

1 Eimar MULLAN     11:29:36

2 Isabelle FERRER    11:34:57

3 Ester HERNANDEZ    11:53:43

4 Anne BASSO     11:56:48

5 Stephanie REYMOND    11:56:48

Find all the results :  www.ipitos.com
Robin Pasteur 

Anne Basso

WOMEN

http://www.ipitos.com/accueil/
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NUTRITION

How
Comment
Wie ...

to recover 
well 

?

Paying attention to its nutrition before and during the race is good. But paying attention to its recovery collation is even better! 

Indeed, a good recovery allows to limit tiredness, to erase as fast as possible any traces of the effort in order to have a good next 

training. And do not apply the following advice only after a triathlon but also all along your training period.

By Marion ROUXEL, dietician at Overstims / photos jacvan@copyrights

.
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SAVOURY ENERGY
AN ALTERNATIVE TO SWEET FOOD
FOR LONG PERIODS OF EXERCISE

SAVOURY BAR
A savoury bar which brings together 
efficiency and a great taste. Ideal for 
long periods of exercise when you 
need for a savoury snack.

Flavours: natural, pizza

SAVOURY ENERGIX® GEL
Made up of complex carbohydrates, its 
ensures effiency throughout long periods 
of exercise and its savoury taste stops 
sugar saturation in its tracks.

Flavour: Peanut

SAVOURY HYDRIXIR®
SAVOURY HYDRIXIR® stops sugar 
staturation and the monotony 
of always eating sweet. Made 
up of carbohydrates, proteins, 
BCAA, vitamins and minerals, it is 
particularly adapted to long events.

Flavours: Tomato gaspacho, vegetable cocktail. 

 OVERSTIM.s® - 02 97 63 82 61 - www.overstims.com

BERTRAND BILLARD
LD World Championship ITU

pub_salée_trimax.indd   2 03/07/14   14:09

http://www.overstims.com/


NUTRITION

On the menu : 
water, minerals, carbs et proteins

During an effort, the triathlete loses water in order 
to limit the increasing of body temperature. After 
the effort, it is necessary to compensate these hy-
dric losses for the good functioning of the body 

(reestablish the blood volume, reactivate waists...). 
Drink a non-iced drink, that is to say 1.5 L of liquid 
for 1kg of body weight lost during the effort. The 
color of your urine is a simple indicator to use to 
check your dehydration state : if it’s dark, keep hy-
drating. On the evening, after a training session, 
your urine must be clear.
The triathlete also loses minerals by sweating : 
sodium, potassium, magnesium...in order to rees-
tablish a good hydro-electrolytes balance, the re-
covery collation must also bring these minerals.
During the hour that follows the effort, eat food 
rich in carbs (sugars) to rebuilt energetic reserves 
(muscular and hepatic glycogen stocks). An en-
ergetic loss repeated and badly compensated can 
lead to an overtraining phenomenon. 
Finally, the recovery collation must also be a 
source of proteins to rebuild the muscular fibers 
that have been injured during the effort. Proteins 
help to reestablish the weakened immune system 

#FINISswim
ALEX STUDZINSKI  |  OPEN WATER CHAMPION

TRIhebdo30 TRIhebdo 31

26 JUILLET 2015

3 MAI 2015

28 JUIN 2015

©jackvan

http://www.finisinc.com/
http://eu.ironman.com/


NUTRITION

after long efforts. Moreover, we know that a simul-
taneous intake of proteins and carbs accelerates 
the synthesis of glycogens and muscular proteins.

A very precise timing !

The consumption of carbs and proteins as early 
as possible after an effort is essential in order to 
begin to reload your body. Indeed, it is during this 
moment that the body is the most likely to rege-
nerate. This state during which muscular cells are 
able to regenerate as fast as possible is called «me-
tabolic window». Carbs input is thus preferable du-
ring the first 30 minutes that follow the effort. The 
metabolic window concept also concerns proteins, 
as the muscular reconstruction is optimal during 
the first hours after the effort.

The RECOVERY DRINK : a «all-in-
one» solution 

The dietary products especially made for reco-
very are a «all-in-one» solution. They allow to 
rehydrate and bring carbs, proteins and minerals. 
Moreover, these products are simple and conve-
nient to consume. It is advised to drink a RECO-
VERY DRINK as OVERSTIM’S. When it’s liquid, 
it doesn’t overload the digestive system after the 
effort and it feels better than food when the appe-
tite hasn’t come back.

What rules must we respect
for dinner?

The first meal after the effort follows the same 
rules than the recovery drink.
It is made of :
-carbs (half plate) + salt
-cooked vegetables (unlimited- vegetables are alk-
alizing foodstuffs which contend body acidity).
-lean animal proteins.
-1 dairy product.
-1 compote
-keep hydrating well with tap water and/or bicar-
bonate water. 

Limit some foodstuffs after an effort.
Alcohol isn’t a good recovery drink. Alcoholic 
drinks don’t have enough minerals (even beer) and 
are diuretic. Moreover, alcohol disturbs glucose 
control and thus reconstitution of energy reserves.  
You must also avoid too fattening foodstuffs which 
increase digestive time and slow down recovery. 
Contrary to alkalizing foodstuffs, acidifying ones 
must be limited because they release acidity in 
your body. It slows down the elimination of acid 
wastes produced by the effort. Thus, be care-
ful with fat meats, dishes in sauce and too much 
cheese.  

TRIhebdo32 TRIhebdo 33

http://huubdesign.com/
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Test Trifonction 
Arena Powerskin ST

This month, we’ve done most of our trainings with Arena. We’ve tried the new tri-

suits Powerskin ST.

Tested by Sébastien RODRIGUEZ, pictures jacvan@copyrights
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Presentation

The season 2014 has seen the come back of a 
brand which was linked to triathlon during 
a long time, but which had left this sport 

or a while. Certainly Too long because Arena has 
decided to come back to triathlon, by offering a 
complete range of trisuits, neoprene wetsuits and 
swimming goggles. We will focus on one of these 
trisuits in this magazine, because we could try the 
model Powerskin ST of the brand. The Powerskin 
ST is the Arena trisuit dedicated to long distances 
and to trainings, and it has technical characte-
ristics made for comfort and performance in the 
three sports.

Fabric

The Powerskin ST has a high percentage of Xtra 
Life Lycra fibers, the new reference for swimmi-
ng clothes (resistance to chlorine and long-life fa-
bric). It is also elaborated with a X-Raptor fabric in 
highly resistant mesh, which ensures a very good 
muscle compression. 

Wide frontal opening

Biking and running : superior quality zipper in or-
der to guarantee a maximum durability. It allows 
a fast and easy opening if needed, and goes down 
to the sternum in order to allow a good aeration 
in case of high heat. The comfort is ensured by a 
lodgment on the top of the collar in order to avoid 
any friction against your skin.  

Light shammy

Swimming : this shammy leather doesn’t absorb 
humidity, ensuring a good glide, and it doesn’t use-
lessly weigh the trisuit during the swimming. 

Biking : the shammy has a low profile which al-
lows a very low congestion. The sides of the sham-
my are hot-pressed in order to reduce even more 
this congestion, and to increase the comfort by 
reducing frictions. Finally, it has precut openings, 
which allows a very fast drying out of the water. 

MATERIAL

http://youtu.be/9VOB327qH-g?list=UUplOG3GL3mRL6K-Nr4I5VyA
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MATERIAL

Running : the minimal congestion of the shammy 
allows a comfortable running.

Non-skid bases with silicone points 
on the thighs

Swimming : it avoids the water penetration in the 
trisuit, which facilitates the glide during the swim.

Biking : it helps the trisuit not to ascend up the 
thighs. The trisuit stays ideally positioned while 
pedaling, offering an optimal muscle support on 
the bike. 

Running : it helps the trisuit not to ascend up the 
thighs. The trisuit stays ideally positioned while 
running, offering an optimal muscle support du-
ring the run. 

Mesh panels

It allows a good aeration of the trisuit, in order to 
maintain the triathlete fresh and dry on the bike 
as on the run.

Machine-stitched flat coutures

All the coutures of the trisuit are completely flat. 
It increases the durability of the trisuit, as well as 
its elasticity, which brings a good freedom of mo-
vement.

Mesh pockets

Swimming : the pockets are sticked, their opening 
and fabric in mesh facilitate water glide.

Biking : the pockets are positioned so that they can 
be easily accessible during the bike part. The tri-
suit has two pockets, the capacity might be a litt-

http://www.arenawaterinstinct.com/fr_fr/


MATERIAL

le be insufficient for a long distance or a training 
(hard to bring a smartphone).

Running : the pockets are positioned so that they 
can be easily accessible on the run.

Position and shape of the panels

Biking : some large one-piece-panels are situated 
at the groin. They guarantee an aerodynamic and 
comfortable position on the bike.

Running : the design of the trisuit allows a total 
freedom of movement, while ensuring a good 
muscular support during the race.

In action

Swimming : it is not the most important aspect on 
a trisuit dedicated to long distances. Most of the 
time, you will have the right to wear a neoprene 
wetsuit, and in the worst case, perfectionists will 
choose a speed-suit on top of the trisuit, like in 
Hawaii. However, the Powerskin ST is perfectly 

tolerable in the water, it allows a total freedom of 
movements, without any discomfort, which is an 
important point, even with an additional cloth for 
the swimming part. This trisuit offers a good body 
cladding, which helps to keep a straight position 
during the swim. In addition to a design favorable 
to water glide, we feel though something more 
when we swim, compared to a classical swimsuit. 

Biking : we’ve tried this trisuit on several trainings, 
from the fastest to the longest sessions. Whatever 
the intensities or durations of the effort, the 
Powerskin ST is up to it. The support at the thighs 
is very good, the trisuit stays where you’ve put it 
at first, without compressing your muscles. The 
shammy, even if it is apparently minimalist, is also 
efficient, even on the longest rides. We would have 
no fear to do an Ironman, with the 180km of bike, 
with this Powerskin ST.

Running : on the run, this Arena knows how to be 
forgotten. As on the bike, it doesn’t move at the 
thighs without compressing them. The upper 
body seems to be well-wrapped, while keeping a 
good freedom of movements. The mesh panels in 

TRIhebdo38 TRIhebdo 39
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MATERIAL

the back are agreeable and offer a good ventila-
tion. Finally, if the shammy is efficient on the bike, 
it doesn’t disturb at all on the run, whatever the 
paces or distances. 

Conclusion

Arena has succeeded its come back with this 
Powerskin. It is proved to be really adapted to trai-
nings and long distances. Moreover, with a price of 
129€, its ranking is good on the market.

The Powerskin ST that we’ve tried is the model 
with the frontal zipper, it is also available with 
the back zipper. The Powerskin also exists in two 
pieces, tri top and tri jammer. To finish, these 
three declinations are also available with stylings 
adapted to the female form.
We may only regret the unique color of this tri-
suit...

More information about these Arena triathlon 
products on 
http://triathlon.arenainternational.com/fr/
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Registrations are open now!

Challenge returns to Denmark 13.06.2015
Race the half- or the full distance as individual or as part of a relay team

http://www.challenge-family.com/challenge-denmark/


Presentation

Profile Design is well-known among triath-
letes, for its aerodynamic handlebar above 
all, but also for its hydration system, which 

have been present in bike parks for a few years 
now. It is the very last model of the brand that we 
could try, the Profile Design Aero HC. It is made 
of a support and an aluminum bottle cage, an inte-
grated bike computer support, and finally the ae-
rodynamic bottle with its straw.  

Setting
The Profile Design Aero HC is delivered almost 
ready to use. It is already totally mounted in its 
box, but you will have to use a key during the first 
mounting, in order to adapt the support with the 
space of your extensions.
 
In fact, the first setting is very simple. You will just 
have to slightly loosen the two screws which help 
fixing the bottle cage on the support. It will allow 
the two external parts to slide and thus to adapt to 
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TEST Profil Design 
Aero HC

This month, TrimaX-Hebdo has tested a hydration system Profile Design Aero HC.  A convenient system, aerodynamic and rather 

cheap, discover the Aero HC
Test realized par Sébastien RODRIGUEZ, photos jacvan@copyrights
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http://youtu.be/DBpTLQm2OW4
http://www.rotorfrance.com/
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your extensions. You just have to put the support 
on the handlebar, to fix it with the two Velcro, and 
finally to tighten the screws of your bottle cage in 
order to make the whole thing more rigid.

This operation is only necessary during the first 
use. The next times, it is very simple to take off 
and install the Aero HC on your handlebar, with 
no tool, just with the two Velcro. Obviously, for a 
mounting on a different bike, the settings may be 
modifiable. 

Compatibility
With a scale of setting going from 85 to 120 mm 
(center to center), the Profile Design Aero HC 
system should be installed on almost every bikes. 
Only the most extreme mountings, very tight or 
very outspread extensions, might reach the limits. 
Another non-negligible aspect, is the fact that it is 
built from a very standard bottle cage. As a result, 
you can choose to bring the aerodynamic bottle, 
or a very classical bottle. It could be useful during 
your trainings, or during races if you want to be 
able to take the bottles of the organization on food 
stations. 

On the road
The Profile Design Aero HC knows how to be for-
gotten. It is never disturbing at any moment. The 
system doesn’t have any impact on the position of 
your hands or your arms on the handlebar. You can 
take the same position on your bike as before.
It is the same at the piloting level. We could fear it, 
but the overweight on the handlebar is absolutely 
not handicapping, in uphills as in flat roads or even 
in the most technical downhills. 
 
The other fear on this kind of product is its main-
tenance and its stability. Even if it is maintained 
on the handlebar only with two Velcro, the whole 
set is perfectly stable, without any vibration. In 
the end, it is not surprising when we look at the 
design of the support, the latter is part of the two 
extensions in order to form a uniform and interde-
pendent set. The two Velcro play rather a part of 
maintenance than fixating. 
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Hydratation
If you choose the aerodynamic bottle, your will 
only hydrate with the wide straw. This straw is po-
sitioned on the back of the bottle, which places it 
almost at your head level, allowing you to drink 
without changing your position and thus to keep 
a perfect aerodynamics. The straw is oversized, al-
lowing an important outflow, and above all an easy 
aspiration. 
If you choose a traditional bottle, your hydration 
will be very classical, by taking out your bottle 
from its cage.

Aerodynamics
The system inspires aerodynamics. The bottle 
seems to be designed for this reason, but for us, 
the aerodynamic benefit is somewhere else. 

First because of its positioning on the bike, the 
bottle is completely hidden between your arms. It 
feels as if nothing had been added to your bike.  
Moreover, when you use the aerodynamic bottle, 
you also feel the benefit on your posture. You can 
keep the ideal position while hydrating, which is 
not possible with a traditional bottle.

Food supply
If you choose the traditional bottle during a race, 
the food supply will be very classical. You will just 
have to exchange your bottles with those of the or-
ganization. 

If you choose the aerodynamic bottle, Profile De-
sign also thought about it. The bottle has a wide 
trap on the top. When you arrive at a food station, 
you will only have to open this trap, take a bott-
le from the organization, put the liquid into your 
aero bottle through the trap, and throw away the 
organization’s bottle (before the end of the food 
station... of course). 

Cleaning
Profile Design also thought about the cleaning of 
the bottle, which is a very good idea. The front of 
the bottle is actually unscrewed, allowing a wide 
opening towards the bottom of the bottle. Then 
it is very easy to reach every internal parts of the 
bottle. 

Conclusion
We can appreciate this Profile Design Aero HC for 
its polyvalence and its simplicity. It could seduce 
any type of triathletes, whatever their bike, their 
level, their habits. 
Moreover, the whole set is rather affordable, avai-
lable from 49 Euros.

Find more information about this product : http://
www.profile-design.com/profile-design/products/
hydration---nutrition/all-hydration/aero-hc-sys-
tem.html
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